FUMC ESL 3-29-2021 High Intermediate and Advanced Online Lesso
Introduce yourself. Tell where you are from and where you live now. Finish this sentence:
It's been a long time since I have..
Vocabulary: Read the sentences and discuss the meaning. Give other examples
The meaning of “long” is easily understood. You can have long hair, wait in a long line, or take
a long time to get home. There are many words related to the word, “long”. Take a look at
these examples:
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1-lengthy: Getting a green card can be a lengthy process. We had a lengthy conversation with
the doctor about his cancer.
2-long-running: The two families were involved in a long-running argument about their fence
line. She was involved in a long-running legal battle.
3-lasting: They formed a lasting friendship when they were in college. Everyone hopes for a
lasting peace.
4-prolonged: He was absent from school for prolonged periods. You can prolong your life by
eating healthy and getting exercise.
5-long-winded: He gave me a long winded explanation which was much more than I wanted.
Be careful not to bore the students with a long winded speech.
6-long distance relationship: One where you don't live in the same city. Je and Luna have a
long distance relationship. She lives in Toronto and he lives in Houston.
7-longevity: Women have greater longevity than men. Innovative treatments have extended the
longevity of many cancer patients.
8-longing: I long for the days when our family celebrated holidays together. I am longing for
the old days. She longed for some privacy after staying with friends for a month.
9-long johns: warm underwear with long sleeves and long legs. Wearing long johns underneath
your ski clothing will keep you warm.
10-a long day: When you say, “It’s been a long day.” it doesn’t mean there were more than 24
hours in the day. It means that you had a tiring, or boring day.
11-long hours: If you work “long hours”, you work a lot of hours. Bill is working long hours
trying to get his taxes ready to mail in.
12-long weekend: A “long weekend” is one that includes a Friday or Monday o . Memorial
Day is a long weekend so we will take a vacation.
13-in the long run: If your hard work pays o “in the long run”, it means over a long period of
time.
14-long, drawn out: A “long, drawn out” process is one that seems to go on forever. We want
to avoid a long, drawn out war where our troops are stationed in other countries for years.
15-long lost friend: A “long lost” friend is someone you haven’t seen in a very long time. I had
lunch with a long, lost friend.
16-a long shot: A “long shot” is something with very little chance of success.

17-long arm of the law: The “long arm of the law” refers to the far reaching power of the legal
system. EX: Thanks to the long arm of the law, the criminal was caught trying to escape into
Mexico.
18-come along: accompany Why don't you come along with us to the play. We have extra
tickets.
Complete these sentences (Teachers may need to give some examples to get the students
started):
1. Long before I was born, _______________________________________________________
2. You can learn English, as long as you ___________________________________________
3. I no longer __________________________________________________________________
4. Before long, I will _____________________________________________________________
5. A long distance relationship is _________________________________________________
6. Our long range plans are __________________________________________
Read the conversations. Explain what is happening in the conversation. De ne the
underlined words or phrases.
Brenda: Katy has been accused of cheating on the exam.
Sara: I don't believe those accusations. Katy is as honest as the day is long.
Shelly: Improving our infrastructure is very expensive. But over the long haul, the
improvements will pay o .
Tanya: Agreed. Improving our roads and bridges will enable quicker and more e cient
transportation.
Janey: Why aren't you and Bill speaking? Did you have an argument?
Phil: It's a long story. It's probably best if I didn't go into it.
Penny: Why the long face? Did you get some bad news.
Jan: I just talked to my dad's doctor. My dad's health is declining rapidly. The doctor thinks
he's not long for this world.
Penny: I'm very sorry to hear that.
Jan: Thank you. Dad is almost a hundred years old, so he's lived a long life, but it's still sad to
see him go. I'll miss him.
Bev: This stew is tasteless. I'm going to sprinkle some garlic salt in it.
Kiki: That's a good idea, but remember, a little bit goes a long way.
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Sandy: I know we are not getting along. I'd like us to go to couples therapy. Perhaps we could
learn to communicate better and save our marriage.
Paul: This relationship is not working. I think we should split up. There is no use in prolonging
the agony.

Engineer: If we dig out the sand underneath the container ship, maybe we can free it.
Worker: It's a long shot, but it might work.
Some of the teachers suggested I include about rules for using IN, AT and ON. So here
they are. We won't have time to discuss these rules in class, so please read through them
and bring any questions you have about them to class. We will do the exercises in class.
English speakers use IN to refer to a general, longer period of time, such as months, years,
decades, or centuries. For example, we say “in April,” “in 2015” or “in the 21st century.”
Moving to shorter, more speci c periods of time, we use ON to talk about particular days,
dates, and holidays . You may hear, “I went to work on Monday,” or “Let’s have a
picnic on Memorial Day.”
For the most speci c times, and for holidays without the word “day,” we use AT. That means
you will hear, “Meet me at midnight,” or “Lilies usually bloom at Easter”
When English speakers refer to a place, we use in for the largest or most general places. You
can say that “The church is located in Washington, D.C.” And “for the best food, try the
restaurants in Chinatown.”
For more speci c places, like certain streets, we use the preposition ON. You may know that
President Obama lives on Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, D.C.
Finally, we get to the most speci c places. For exact addresses or intersections, we use the
preposition AT. If I invited you to visit us here at ESL class, I would say, “Come to our
class at 1300 Lavaca.” To be exact, it’s at the corner of Lavaca and 13th Street.”
In English, though, there is always an ‘exception to the rule.’ When talking about
transportation, things get a little hard to understand. We use ON for public vehicles like buses
or trains, but also for smaller ones like a bicycle. “I rode there on my bicycle.” However, you
ride in a car.
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Exercise:
1. I will loan you money ______ the condition that you pay me back by the end of the week.
2. I'm living _____ a pension, so I don't have a lot of extra money.
3. I stay ______ condition by running several times a week.
4. I kept my heart rate up by running ______ place at the stop lights.
5. I usually run ________ the sidewalks to avoid tra c.
6. _______ second thought, I think I will run with you.
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7. I eat meat _______ moderation.
8. He prepared the meat ______ the grill
9. You can have a luxurious apartment with a view, but it will come _____ a price.
10. _______ your free time, you can do your laundry.
11. We don't have time to nish the assignment now, so please nish _______ your leisure.
12.
13. Crime is _____ the increase in Mexico these days.
14. _________ good days, I am able to get all my work done and go home early.
15. The prisoners were forced to work _____ pain of death.
16. Are you _______ pain?
17. You must apply _______ person.
18. She prefers sunbathing _______ the nude.
19. We got here just ______ time to have a quick breakfast before we have to get on the bus.
20. I'm not _______ the habit of sleeping during the day.
21. _______ theory, winters this far south should be free of snow.
22. I need to speak to you _______ private.
23. I need to speak to you ________ a private matter.
24. I'm not really _______ the mood for a movie tonight.
25. They live _______ an island in the Carribbean.
26. He retired _____ disgrace.
27. _______ one time, there was a bridge over this river.
28. Tra c in the Suez Canal is _______ a standstill now.
29. Can you tell me who led the complaint? I'm sorry. I'm not ______ liberty to say.
30. This old bus is so slow. ______ this rate, we'll never get there in time.

